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1 Introduction 

This paper discusses an approach for develop- 
ing dynamically tailorable hypermedia syst,ems in 
an object-oriented environment. The approach is 
aimed at making applicat,ions developed in com- 
piled languages like Beta and C++ tailorable at 
run- time. The approach is based on use of: 1) a hy- 
permedia application framework (DEVISE Hyper- 
media), and 2) an embeddable int,erpreter for the 
framework language. A specific hypermedia system 
is instantiated from the framework with the inter- 
preter embedded in the executable. The specific 
hypermedia system has a number of “open points” 
which can be filled via the int,erpreter at run-time. 
These open points and the interpreter provide suffi- 
cient support to allow tailoring at run-time as well 
as compile-time. Among the types of tailoring sup- 
ported are: 1) adding new media-types, 2) alter- 
nating editors for supported media-types, and 3) 
removing a supported media-type. The paper de- 
scribes the framework and illustrates how the in- 
terpreter is integrated. It describes steps involved 
in tailoring a specific hypermedia system with a 
new drawing media-type, where graphical objects 
can be endpoints for links. Since the hypermedia 
framework uses a persistent object-store, a solu- 
tion for handling persistent interpreted objects is 
presented. Finally, the approach is compared with 
other environments supporting tailoring. 
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Terms like ‘adaptability’, ‘customizability’, ‘exten- 

sibility’, and ‘tailorability’ are used to describe sys- 

tems offering their users some potential to change 

the system. The use of ‘tailorability’ in this pa- 

per covers all of these terms. Trigg et al. [TMH87] 

introduced the t,erm ‘tailorability’ to the area of hy- 

permedia. They call a system tailorable if it allows 

users to change the system, e.g. by building ac- 

celerators, specializing its behavior, or by adding 

functionality. Their work illustrates changes to the 

behavior of the NoteCards system by using its Ap- 

plication Programmer’s Interface (API), and the 

addition of new media-types by means of the Note- 

Cards card-type mechanism. In this sense, tailor- 

ing implies adding and modifying a delivered sys- 

tem at the source-code level; this was possible be- 

cause NoteCards was built in the Interlisp environ- 

ment [MT811 h w ere any system function is accessi- 

ble, and modifiable, at any time. 

In contrast, the extensible Intermedia [Mey86] 

system was built as a hypermedia framework spe- 

cialized from the general MacApp Application 

Framework [Sch86]. The Intermedia framework 

provides support for hypermedia designers to con- 

struct their own variants of Intermedia by adding 

new media-types as specializations of classes from 

the framework. MacApp was writt,en in Object 

Pascal’, and such an extension required access to 

'N ow a C++ version is atso available. 
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the Intermedia source code, and a compiler, in or- 

der to perform the necessary recompilation. 

Both NoteCards and Intermedia support tailor- 

ing of hypermedia systems, but they both assume 

that the tailor has the same access t.o the entire 

development environment as the original developer 

had. This assumption is both undesirable and un- 

realistic in most use settings: the full development 

environment is incomprehensible, delivering source 

code raises legal as well as maintenance problems, a 

full development-environment license is expensive, 

etc. Thus we face some serious problems: How 

do we support source-cocle-level tailoring of sys- 

tems without delivering entire clevelopment envi- 

ronments? How can such tailorability be provided 

for compiled-language environments, e.g. Bet,a or 

C++, aimed at programming-in-the-large? 

This paper discusses an approach to overcome 

these problems and provide source-code level tai- 

lorability, at selected “open poims” [No92], in sys- 

tems built with the Mjalner Beta environment. 

This approach allows users to extend hyperme- 

dia systems in a fashion simi1a.r to that, of Note- 

Cards and Int,ermedia., with the power to do simi- 

lar things, but without t,he neecl t,o have access to 

the full development environment. Alt,hough t,his 

paper elaborates the approach in the hypermedia. 

domain, the authors believe that the approach can 

be applied to other application domains a.s well. 

The DEVISE Hypermedia (DHM) frame- 

work [Gro93, GT94, GHMS94] formed t,he basis of 

these tailorability experiments. The DHM fra.me- 

work consists of a set of generic classes provicling 

an object-oriented implementation of t,he Dexter 

model concepts [HS94]. The Dexter model is a 

general model that describes the data. a.nd func- 

tional model of hypermedia systems. The generic 

classes in the DHM framework provide a concep- 

tual schema for the object. structures to be stored 

persistently, as well as classes to hanclle the run- 

time behavior of the link-following and browsing 

operations. The DHM framework is built using the 

Mjelner Beta environment which is based on the 

strongly-typed, block-structured, object-oriented 

programming language Beta. [MMPN93]. 

The original DHM framework supports develop- 

ment and tailoring of hypermedia systems by writ- 

ing specializations of the generic classes; this de- 

velopment and tailoring requires access to the Beta 

compiler and the source code of the system being 

tailored. Hence the original DHM framework leaves 

one in a situation similar to NoteCards and Inter- 

media - there is a need for the development en- 

vironment and source code of the original system. 

The situation is rectified by instantiating the DHM 

framework into a specific system which includes the 

Beta-interpreter library [Ma193a]. In this system, 

it is still possible to specialize the generic classes; 

this is handled by the embedded interpreter. There 

is no longer any need for the development environ- 

ment or the complete source code of the system; 

only the interfaces of the classes being specialized 

during the tailoring process are needed. As a re- 

sult, tailorabilit,y is transferred from t,he domain of 

the framework users (i.e. the developers) into the 

domain of the system users (most likely super-users 

with programming knowledge). 

The paper explores a scenario in which a user of 

the DHM syst,em wa,nts to include drawings, made 

with an independent drawing eclitor, into hyperme- 

dia documents with support for links to the inclivid- 

ual elements of a drawing. The user would, e.g like 

to be able to link the name of a room in the textual 

description of a tour of a house to the correspond- 

ing graphical object in a plan of the house. The 

entire process for accomplishing this is illustrated 
- including the code that the user has to write as 

well as the user’s interaction with the hypermedia 

system to install this new code. 

The paper also resolves the apparent conflict 

between persistence and ext,ensibility; it shows 

that an object, which is an instance of an inter- 

preted extension class, can safely be saved into 

a persistent store or an object-oriented database 

(OODB) [ABH+92]. It presents a approach 

whereby a system accessing such an “extended 

object” from the store gets extended automati- 

cally, if necessary, with the corresponding exten- 

sion class. R.elated tailorability issues are discussed 

in [Ma193a, Ma194]. 
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Although the development, of the framework a,nd 

the tailorable system have been done in Beta., ev- 

ery attempt has been made to present the results 

in a language-independent, manner. Hence, where 

possible, class diagrams a.re used instea.d of Beta 

code. The little Beta cocle that appears shoulcl be 

self-explanatory or explained in footnotes. 

2 A tailoring scenario Ll 

This section gives an intuitive feel for t,he types of 

extensions supported by the tailorable DHM sys- 

tem. The tailorable DHM syst,em is extensible 

in that it allows for t,he introduction of c&itrc~ry 

new media-types. As a.n exa.mple, it, is shown how 

the supported media-t,ypes can be extenclecl dynu- 

micull~ to allow a new media-type comprising of 

drawings containing object,s with various geometric 

shapes. The new drawing media-type allows link- 

ing to/from the individual objects in a drawing. 

A hypermedia system usually has built,-in sup- 

port for handling (creating, displaying, linking, 

storing) certain types of meclia, e.g. text, still pic- 

tures, audio, or video. The DHM system is one 

such system. Figure 1 shows the original non- 

dynamically-t,ailorable DHM system with a. hyper- 

media comprising of two components: a text com- 

ponent and a file component. 

Figure 1: The original DHM system with a text 

component and a file c.omponent, 

A text component, can conta.in arbitrary text; 

links can originate/terminate within the t,ext, c.om- 

ponent, i.e. substrings can serve as link end-points. 

A file component contains the names of a data-file 

and an application-file; activation of the file compo- 

nent (e.g. following a link to it) results in an invo- 

cation of the application-file, as a separate process, 

on the data-file. Links can originate/terminate at 

the file component, not within it. In Figure 1, the 

word building in the text component is a link end- 

point. This link terminates at the file component; 

following it results in the activation of the file com- 

ponent which results in the picture-viewing appli- 

cation xv being started as a separate process on the 

file parla. gif. A picture appears on the screen. 

Thus, the DHM system has, built into it, com- 

plete support for the text meclia-type ant1 limited 

support, via the file component, for a variety of 

arbitrary media-types. Arbitrary new media-types 

cannot be completely supported without modify- 

ing the original system and rebuilding it. To add 

an arbitrary new media type, you will have to get 

the clevelopment version of the hypermedia system, 

change it, and rebuild it, - a task which can be 

both expensive and clifficult . 

In order to support the introduction of arbitrary 

new meclia-types, a special fl2/nf~micalZ2/-tailoral~le 

version of the DHM system has been built. This 

tailorable version has, eml~eclclecl within it, a Beta 

interpreter capable of int,erpret,ing code for new 

media-types within the context of the executing 

hypermedia system. In this tailorable version, new 

media-types can be defined without any need for 

modifying or rebuilding the hypermedia system. 

Given an orclinary editor for drawings, one can in- 

troclnce a drawing media-type into the hypermedia 

system by simply writing some code and using the 

Extend command of the hypermeclia system. 

The following section illustrates, intuitively, such 

a tailoring scena.rio. It illustrates the user’s inter- 

action with the hypermedia system during the tai- 

loring process. 

2.1 The drawing media-type extension 

It is easy to imagine hypermeclia documents with 

drawings as part of them. It would be nice, for 
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example, to make a plan of a house, and link each 

room in the plan to a picture of it (as in Figure 2). 

Each room could also be linked to a textual de- 

scription of it and vice versa. 

Assume one has a drawing editor one uses to 

make drawings; assume also that this editor is 

available, either as source-code, or as an object- 

code library. Illustrated here is the procedure by 

which the tailorable DHM system is extended with 

this drawing editor, thus allowing one to create 

hypermedia documents containing drawings, with 

links pointing to elements within them. 

Intuitively, assuming that t,he user has already 

written some additional code that ‘wraps’ the 

drawing editor, this would work as follows: 

1. The user invokes Extend from the Components 

menu and provides the code for the drawing 

editor and its wrapper. 

2. The hypermedia system loads the code and 

adds a new menu-item, called Draw, to the 

Components menu. The user can use this item 

to creat,e drawing components. 

A drawing component, is illustrated in Figure 2: 

the snapshot shows the Components menu after the 

drawing component has been added to the system. 

A drawing component can have an arbitrary num- 

ber of graphical objects, each of which has some 

geometric shape. These grqhical objects may he 

end-points of links. The figure shows the scenario 

described earlier: a rough plan of a house is shown. 

There are links from the text to the individual 

rooms in the plan. For example, following a link 

from the word kitchen results in the appropriate 

room in the plan being highlighted. It is also pos- 

sible to follow the link backward from the room 

in the plan to the corresponding word in t,he text 

component. In short, the drawing media-type is 

compEeteEy integrcltecl with the hypermedia syst,em. 

A hypermedia document contraining drawing 

components can also be saved in, and reloaded 

from, the object-oriented database, just as a nor- 

mal hypermedia document without, any extended 

P- 
L 

II lil-: II 

Figure 2: The DHM system integrated with a clraw- 

ing edit,or 

drawing components. Section 5 illustrates the 

mechanism for handling t,his. 

As a result of this process, the hypermedia sys- 

tem has been extended with a new media-type for 

which there was no direct built-in support; all of 

the support was dynamica.lly loaded. The extended 

hypermedia system will provide complete support 

for the new media-type with links to and from the 

internals of the media-type. Installation of the ex- 

tension requires no change to the hypermedia sys- 

tem; in fact, the extension happens dynamically. 

In this manner, the DHM system can be tailored 

to support arbitrary media types. In order to in- 

t,roduce a new media-type, the user has to: 1) write 

the code to support the media-type, 2) and perform 

the above extension-process which essentially loads 

the support-code int,o the hypermedia system. 

The following sections examine the details of the 

implementation that, contribute to making such an 

extensibility mechanism work. 

3 DHM Tailoring architecture 

The DHM system is built from a Dexter-based hy- 

permedia framework [GT94, GHMS94]. The ar- 

chitect,ure of DHM is depicted in Figure 3. The 
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architecture is divided int,o four high-level layers: 

Storage Layer, Runtime La,yer, Presenta,tion Layer, 

and Application Layer. 

RlJnlimProcerS 
RPB 

Preeantation 

Layer 

----I- 

Runth 

Layer 

-~~-~---~~ 

storage 

Lw-r 

l(?cnxPtturrl) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(Fbfsical~ 

Figure 3: The architecture of DHM systems 

The Storage la.yer corresponds to the Stor- 

age layer of the Dexter Hypertext Reference 

Model [HS94] and handles “permanent” data, that 

is, structural and content information saved in the 

shared database. The Runtime layer also corre- 

sponds to the Runtime layer of the Dexter model 

and handles information of a transient nature (used 

only at runtime) as well as supporting hyperme- 

dia procedures involving component-creation, link- 

following, etc. The Presentation la.yer is a layer in- 

troduced to provide an encapsulation of platform- 

specific code. The ApplicaCon la.yer covers the 

“Within-component” layer of Dexter. The Presen- 

tation layer supports access/communication to a.nd 

from (external) applications and editors belonging 

to the Application layer. 

The Storage and RunCme layers are written com- 

pletely in Beta, but are otherwise fully platform in- 

dependent. The Presentation layer is also written 

in Beta; its interface is platform independent, while 

its implementation is platform and application de- 

pendent. The Storage layer may be separated into 

a client/server configuration (using the OODB; see 

Figure 3) or built into the runtime process (using 

the persistent-store library). 

The Presentation layer defines a protocol for 

communication with the Application-layer process. 

The protocol is implemented via direct invocation 

for applications built into the runtime process; for 

external applications written in Beta, it is imple- 

mented with the Beta distribution facilities; it may 

use sockets on Unix, AppleEvents on the Macin- 

tosh, and DDE on MS-Windows to support com- 

munication with non-Beta external applications. 

Thus the Application layer may be written in any 

language that can support the implementation of a 

communication protocol with the Beta code in the 

Presentation layer. 

One possible configuration for the system as a 

whole is with the Application-layer applications 

built into the runtime process and the Storage 

layer separated into a client/server configuration 

(OODB). In th is case the APPL/PRES protocol 

boils down to direct method-invocation. This is 

the configuration used for this work. 

3.1 Framework Classes 

The underlying development framework consists 

of sets of classes to implement the three within- 

hypermedia layers: Storage, Runtime, and Presen- 

tation (see Table l).’ 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to explain all 

the details of the framework as outlined in Table 1; 

however, in order to give an idea of how one can de- 

velop specific systems, or extend existing systems, 

a brief description is needed. 

‘Notation: Indentation indicates block-structural nesting 

of classes. Class names in plain text describe generic classes, 

whereas names in italics describe exarnples of specialized or 

application-specific code that can he added to develop a spe- 

cific hypermedia system. Names in angular brackets (e.g. 

<list-of-Component>) denote the attrihutes of the classes 

they appear within. 
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Storage Classes Runtime Classes Presentation 
Classes 
Presentation 

<Appl-ref> 
<Protocol> 

StorageMgr SessionMgr SessionMgrPres 
CStorageMgr-ref> <SessionMgr-ref> 
<sessionMqrPres-ref> 
<list-of-Session> 

Hypertext Session SesslonPrss 
<list-of-Component> <Hypertext-ref> <session-ref> 

<sessionPres-ref> 

ComDonent 
I <list-of-Instantiation> 

Instantiation I InstPres 
&aseComponent-ref> 
<list-of-Anchor> 
<PresSpec-ref> 
Anchor 

BaseComponent 
LinkComponent 

<list-of-specifier> 
Specifier 

<Component-ref> 
<Anchor-ref> 
<PresSpec-ref> 

CompositeComponent 
<list-of-Component> 

<Component-ref> <Instantiation-ref> 
cinstpres-ref> 
<list-of-LinkMarkers> 
LinkMarker LinkMarkerPres 

<Anchor-ref> <LinkMarker-ref> 
<LinkMarkerPres-ref> 

LinkInstantiation 
<linkComponent-ref> 

CompositcIrlstarltiatiorl 
<compositeComp-rrf> 
SubInst SubInstPres 

AtomComponent 
I <Component-ref> 

<SubInstPres-ref> 

I 
(TextCo&onent 
Fil eComponen t 
etc. I 

(TextInst (TextPres 

I 

FlleInst 

I 

FilePres 
etc.) etc. ) 

Table 1: An outline of the relationship between framework cla,sses (see foe ;note 2 for notation) 

The Storaye layer classes, constitut,e the concep- 

tual schema for the objects stored in the Persistent 

Store/OODB. In the Storage layer, the StorageMgr 

class manages the storage of Hypertext objects. A 

Hypertext object holds a. set of components. A 

Component is an abst,raction that, implements bot,h 

“nodes” and links of traditional hypertext systems. 

A component holds some contents and a set of an- 

chors, each of which identify a location within the 

component’s contents (e.g. a part of a text). 

The LinkComponent sub-class implements links, 

the AtomComponent sub-class implements “nodes” 

with simple data cont,ents like text. TextComponent 

and FileComponent are exa.mples of specific Atom- 

Components added to a hypermedia system. 

The Presentation layer ha.s a generic Presenta- 

tion class that acts as a superclass for all presenta- 

tions; it possesses a reference to an editor or some 

other user-interfa.ce object of the Application layer. 

The Presentation-class attributes represent the gen- 

eral protocol for communication between t,he user- 

interface and the within-hypermedia objects. For 

example, the instPres class wraps an editor for a 

component’s contents. Communicat,ion between 

editors and the within-hypermedia objects can be 

implemented via various inter-application commu- 

nication facilities depending on the platform. 

3.2 Adding new media-types 

In the Runtime Zuyer, t,he SessionMgr class man- The purpose of the DHM framework is to sup- 

ages sessions with multiple hypertexts. The Session port the rapid construction of hypermedia sys- 

class possesses the runtime behavior for a hyper- tems aimed at different application domains. The 

text. The Instantiation cla.ss which is nested wit,hin generic framework-classes provide extensive, and 

the Session class implements the runtime behav- general, hypermedia. functionality which can be 

ior of components, e.g. platform-independent user- reused by developing specialized classes suiting the 

interface control belongs here. needs of the specific domain. 

Application 
Layer 

(DHM malnwindow! 

(Hypertext icon 
in DHM 
mainwindow) 

(Editors for 
component 
contents) 

[e.g. brakcets 
around text In a 
TextEditor) 

(XIconErowser) 

(Icon in 
XIconBrowsrr 

(TextEditor 
FileWlndow 
rtc.i 
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The framework has been organized such tha.t a 

hypermedia designer can bring in a new media-type 

by providing an editor for the new media-type and 

by building specialized classes for each of the Stor- 

age, Runtime and Presentation layers. Having built 

the classes the user needs to register them in the 

sessionMgr’s type-table. This registration is done 

by means of typelnfo objects (see Talde 2);3 a type- 

Info object is a kind of meta-object containing in- 

formation about a pa,rticular class. Each of the 

specialized classes is encapsulat,ed within a corre- 

sponding typelnfo object along with additional in- 

formation about the class. This typelnfo object is 

then registered in the sessionMgr’s type-table. 

The typelnfo objects exist, in parallel inherit,ance 

hierarchies, e.g. a textcomponent’s typelnfo is a spe- 

cialization of an AtomComponent’s typelnfo. 

typeInfo: Class 

(# attributes: attributeValueTable 

haslttr: (# attr: Text; found: boolean; 

enter attr 

do . . 

exit found #t); 

getAttr: (# attr: Text; val: Object; 

enter attr 

do . . . 

exit val #); 

setAttr: (r! attr: Text; val: Object; 

enter (attr,val) 
do . . S); 

removdttr: (X attr: <text-raf>; 

enter attr 
do . It); 

init: virtual (S do . ..t). 
t1 

Table 2: Pseudo-Beta description of the typelnfo 

class (see footnote 3 for an explanation of syntax) 

The typelnfo class contains an attribute-table 

consisting of (name,value) pairs; t,here is a gen- 

3The code is presented in pseudo-Beta syntax. Patterns 

are a general abstraction rnechanisn~ in Beta: they unify 

classes, types, procedures, and functions. typeInf0 is a 

class pattern, attributes is a static attribute of the class, 

hasAttr, getAttr, setAttr, removeAttr are procedure pat- 

terns (methods) of typeInfo, init is a virtual procetlure- 

pattern (virtual nlethod) ant1 hence rnay he further bound 

in specializations of typeInfo. III procedure patterns, the 

enter-part declares the fornd parameters, the do-part tle- 

clares the body, while the exit-part declares the return value. 

era1 procedure int,erface for manipulating this ta- 

ble. This makes all typelnfo objects look similar 

to the sessionMgr; only the actual registration of 

attributes varies throughout the inheritance hier- 

archy. The attributes of a typelnfo object are typ- 

ically set during initialization, but they may also 

be set dynamically at any time. An example of 

initializing the typelnfo object for the DrawCompo- 

nent extension discussed in this paper is shown in 

Table 3.4 In the DrawCompTypelnfo object, a name 

and a reference to the class DrawComponent##, 

among other things, are registered. 

DravCompTypeInfo: Class AtomCompTypeInfo 
tr: . . . 

init: binding 

(t 

do (‘lame’, 'DrawComponent') -> setAttr; 

('Class',DraaComponent#t) -> set.Attr; 
('PrefInstTypelame'.'DraaInstantiation') 

-> setAttr; 

I) ; 
t) 

Table 3: Pseudo-beta description of the DrawComp- 

Typelnfo class (see footnote 4 for explanation of 

syntax) 

The Mjolner Beta environment support,s classes 

as first-class objects in a. program; hence the type- 

Info objects can point to the classes they describe. 

This makes it possible to maint,ain a database of 

registered types, and query it for information re- 

lated to the class. This table is used, for example, 

to compute the contents of the Components menu 

(see Figure l), and to create Instantiation and Pre- 

sentation objects of the right types for a given com- 

ponent type. 

To add the drawing media-type to a DHM sys- 

tem, a hypermedia designer needs to provide the 

specialized classes shaded gray in Figure 4. Having 

‘Here DraaCompTypeInf o specializes AtomCompTypeInf o 

and further bids its init virtual procedure-pattern (virtual 

rnethotl). Assigrunent is expressed by ->: the value on the 

left is assigned to the entity on the right. Patterns with the 

## suffix denote pattern values, i.e. patterns as first-class 

values. 
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Figure 4: Classes involved in adding a Drawing media-type to the hypermedia system 

developed these classes, the corresponding typelnfo 

objects only need to be registered with the session- 

Mgr’s typelnfoTable. The drawing editor automat- 

ically gets included into the hypermedia syst,em, 

and the drawing component, becomes available to 

the user via the Components menu. 

Observe that the typelnfo objects presented here 

can be viewed as kind of metaobjects [KdR.BSl] 

and their interface can be viewed as a MOP. This 

style of constructing a tailoral)le system supports 

Kiczales’s view of building open (non-black-box) 

abstractions [Kic92]. 

3.3 Instantiating the framework into a 

tailorable DHM system 

The DHM framework a.llows for the addit,ion of 

new media-types by simply registering the required 

classes and rebuilding the system. This process 

requires the addition of code t,o register t,he new 

classes, compilation of this additional code and the 

new classes, and a relink of t,he system. 

The tailorable DHM system is built from 

this framework by including the Beta inter- 

preter [Ma193a]. The eml~edded interpreter is ca- 

pable of dynamically incorporating new classes 

into an executing hypermedia system. The 

dynamically-tailorable DHM syst,em uses the inter- 

preter to load the classes for a new medbtype and 

then registers them with the sessionMgr’s typeln- 

foTable. Thus, the extensibility which was origi- 

nally available at the framework level, is now avail- 

able within the tailorable DHM system without any 

need for recompila,tion and relinking. 

The tailorable DHM system contains the code 

.5 presented in Table 4, this code invokes the inter- 

pret,er and registers t,he returned classes in the type- 

InfoTable. 

Assuming the user has provided a name for the 

new component (compName) along with names of the 

files containing the Beta code for the Presentation 

layer (presFile), the Runt,ime layer (instFile), 

and the Storage layer (compFile), the above code 

invokes the interpreter on these files. The inter- 

pret,er ret,urns a class-pointer to the correspond- 

ing typeInf0 chss. These are inst,antiated and 

the resulting typeInfo objects are stored in the 

sessionngr’s t,ables. These typeInfo object,s are 

then initialized to set up the information in these 

objects. Finally, the Components menu is recom- 

puted. 

When the user invokes Extend (as in the tailoring 

scenario of Section 2), this code gets executed. The 

Draw menu-item t,hen appears in the Components 

menu (Figure 2). When this menu-item is selected, 

the sessionMgr looks in its typeInfo t,able, finds the 

DrawCompTypeInf o object, ant1 gets all the informa- 

tion, like the pattern value for the DrawComponent 

5Tlle code is presented as a Beta procedure-pattern. Vari- 

ables with the ## suffix are pattern variables and can hold 

patterns values. The & means create a new instance and the 

[] suffix means take a reference to the instance. 
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extend: 

(t 

enter (ampgame, presfile, instlile, compFile) 

do 
(* interpret the source code; 

get the typeInfo classes *) 

presFile -> interp -> presTypeInfotlr; 

instFila -> intarp -> instTypeInfotX; 

compFile -> intarp -> CompTypeInfott; 

(* instantiate the typeInfo classes; 

store typeInfo objects into tables *) 

LpresTypeInfoC] -> presTI[] -> 

theSessionMgr.sessionMgrTypes.append; 

CinstTypeInfoC] -> instTI[] -> 

theSassionngr.currantSession.sessionTypes.append; 

CcompTypeInfo[] -> compTI[] -> 

theSessionHgr.sassionl4grTypes.appand; 

(* initialize the typeInfo objects 2) 

presTI.init; 

instTI.init; 

compTI.init; 

(* recompute the components nwnu from 

the sessionngr's typaInfo tables *) 

theComponentsnenu.recompute; 

#) 

Table 4: Extending the hypermedia system with a.n 
interpreted media-type (see footnote 5 for explana- 

tion of syntax) 

pattern, necessary to crea,te a drawing component. 

Note that variations of this are possible. For 

example, a variant which only changes the presen- 

tation of a given component could be written. It is 

also possible to support the removal of media-types: 

a simple way is to remove the corresponding menu- 

item from the components menu, but one could also 

imagine an open point via which the user could re- 

move the corresponding typeInfo objects from the 

sessionMgr’s tables. See [Ma193b] for details on 

how extensions can remove functionality. 

4 Code for the drawing media 

The previous section showed t1la.t in order to add 

a new media-type to the ta.ilorable DHM system, 

one has to write various classes for the new media,- 

type and call Extend. This section illustrates t,he 

code that needs to be written: it uses the draw- 

ing media-type as an example. In Figure 4 it was 

shown that in order to add the drawing media-type 

to the hypermedia system, it is necessary to de- 

fine the classes DrawComponent, Drawlnstantiation, 

DrawlnstPres, and DrawEditor. This section focuses 

on the DrawlnstPres and DrawEditor classes as these 

comprise the interface between the drawing editor 

and the hypermedia system, and are sufficient to 

illustrate the idea. 

The construction begins with a drawing editor. 

For this experiment, an existing drawing editor was 

used. This editor supports the creation of graph- 

ical objects with various shapes. These graphical 

objects have identities. There is the notion of a cur- 

rent graphical object; the editor can indicate the 

current object visimlly by drawing it in a different 

color from the other objects. The entire drawing 

editor is written in an object-oriented style in Beta. 

The relevant details of the code are examined in the 

following sections. 

Figure 5 summarizes the construction process. 

The existing drawing editor (DrawEditor) is special- 

ized into a presentation-compatible drawing editor 

(DrawEditorForPres). D rawlnstpres, the presenta- 

tion class for the drawing media-type, is defined as 

a specialization of I nst Pres. 

When a drawing component is created hy the 

user, an instance of the drawing-presentation is 

created. This, in turn, creates an instance of 

the presentation-compatible drawing editor. The 

DHM object invokes operations on the drawing- 

presentation object and vice versa; the drawing- 

presentation object invokes operations on the 

presentation-compatible drawing-editor object and 

vice versa. 

For each dra.wing component in the hypermedia 

system, there will be a DrawlnstPres and a DrawEd- 

itorForPres instance, as well as a Drawlnstantiation 

and a DrawComponent instance which are not dis- 

cussed here. 

4.1 The details 

As shown in Figure 5, the construction has two 

parallel threads: the existing editor is specialized 
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Figure 5: The support code for the drawing media-type 

to make it compatible with the hypermedia system 

and the presentation class in t,he hypermedia sys- 

tem is specialized to make it compatible with the 

extended editor. 

Figure 5 shows the Beta class DrawEditor; this is 

the original drawing editor. Nested within it are 

two virtual-classes: drawingsurface and menuBar. 

The drawingsurface implements the window in 

which the drawings are made. Nested within it, 

and not shown in the dia.gram, are various classes 

and methods which describe the different gra,phical 

shapes and their behaviors. menuBar implements 

the menu bar: all the menus and the items t,hat 

comprise them are described within menuBar. 

DrawEditor is specialized into DrawEditorForPres. 

In the specialization of the editor, a new menu 

called Link is added. This is to enable linking to 

and from the various graphical objects in the draw- 

ing editor (see Figure 2). It has items such as New 

Link Source, Add Link End-point, and Follow Link. 

The Quit menu-item in the File menu is replaced by 

a slightly different Quit Window. This is because 

the editor is no longer a stand-alone application; it 

cannot just quit as it did before; instead it must 

inform the hypermedia system that it is about to 

close a,nd must save its contents within the hyper- 

media, document. 

These changes to the menus of the original 

drawing editor are accomplished by extending the 

menuBar virtual-class.’ The new menu commands 

are implemented in terms of calls to the methods 

newlink, addLinkEndPoint, and followLink which 

are defined in DrawEditorForPres. 

These methods implement their behaviors by 

calling operations decla.red within the hyperme- 

“In Beta, virtual sub-classes refine, not replace, their 

super-classes; they are referred to as further lklings; hence 

the qualification bindiny in the diagram. 

‘These are Beta patterns used z~$ procedures (methods); 

hence, the qualification proc in the diagram. 
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dia system. For exa.mple, newLink ca.lls thisses- 

sion.newLink where thissession is an attribute de- 

clared within the class InstPres (actually a super- 

class of it). The name thissession is visible within 

DrauEditorForPres because DrawEditorForPres 

is placed lexically within DrawlnstPres,* thus mak- 

ing it in the lexical scope of declarations made 

within DrawlnstPres and all its super-classes. This 

is an example of the power of the approach: the 

extension can reach into the original system and 

access any state-information and operations visible 

in its scope. 

The Quit Window menu-item of the extended 

editor uses the tellPresToClose method, decla,red 

within the extended editor, which is implemented 

by a call to mylnst.tellPresToClose. Here, mylnst 

is once again a variable declared in a lexica?.lly- 

enclosing block. The tellPresToClose method in 

mylnst calls doupdate in DrawlnstPres. This scans 

all the graphical objects in the current drawingsur- 

face and writes them int,o the OODB as the con- 

tents of this drawing component. 

The methods SelectionEmpty, getldFromCurrentS- 

election, highlightObjectGivenId are also defined 

within DrawEditorForPres. These are implemented 

in terms of simple opelations within the drawing- 

Surface; they get called 1)~ the presentation object. 

Figure 5 also shows the DrawlnstPres cla.ss as a 

specialization of InstPres, w1iic.h is built into the 

hypermedia system. This is a?.n exa.mple of an ex- 

tension which specializes a built-in class. In fact, 

in the tailorable DHM system the presentation oh- 

ject is partly compiled a.ntl pa,rtly interpreted: the 

behavior inherited from lnst Pres is compiled while 

that defined in DrawlnstPres is interpreted. 

DrawlnstPres doesn’t atld new operations to the 

interface of InstPres; it merely defines the imple- 

mentation of the opera,tions already defined in In- 

stPres. The init method is defined to create a.11 in- 

stance of the DrawEditorForPres and to store that 

instance in the reference-va.riable theAppl. 

The open operation gets invoked by the hyper- 

media system when an existing drawing component 

is to be displayed. Its purpose is to make the editor 

‘the lexical placement is not shown in the t1iagra.m. 

disp1a.y the stored drawing. This drawing is stored 

in t,he OODB (by doupdate). The open operation 

accesses the drawing elements from the OODB and 

calls operations in the drawingsurface of the current 

drawing editor to display them. 

The doupdate, hasSelectedObject, getSelectedOb- 

ject, and presentobject operations form the gen- 

eral protocol for the hypermedia system to get 

information from the drawing editor.g They 

are implemented in terms of operations selec- 

tionEmpty, getldFromCurrentSelection, and High- 

IightObjectGivenld defined within the editor. These 

definitions a,re sufficient to interfa.ce the editor to 

the hypermedia system. 

4.2 Typical execution sequences 

Say the user creates an object in the drawing editor. 

The creation events are routed to the dra.wing edi- 

tor’s event handler via the window-system toolkit. 

Hence, the drawing editor beha,ves just as it did 

outside the hypermedia systern. 

Now, the user selects NewLink” from the Links 

menu of the drawing editor. This is handled first 

by the drawing editor; it calls the newLink method 

defined within it, which calls the newLink operation 

in the current-session object in the hypermedia sys- 

tem. This queries the drawing editSor, via the cor- 

responding presentat.ion object, for the currently- 

selected object in the editor. Given this object 

(or its ID), it crea.tes a link originating within this 

drawing component at the selected object. 

The user t,hen follows a link to an ina.ctive draw- 

ing component (e.g. from a text component). The 

link contains a reference to the contents of the 

drawing component a.nd to a single object within 

it. The hypermedia systern first creates an instance 

of the drawing presentation (Drawlnst Pres) and ini- 

tializes it; this results in a drawing editor. It then 

accesses the contents of the drawing component 

from the OODB, calling open on the presentation 

object. This results in the display of the drawing 

component contents in the dra.wing editor. It then 

“and, in general from any editor. 

“Assume the user is creating the source of a new link. 
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asks the presentation object, via the presentobject 

method, to display the object at the link end-point. 

This section has illustrated the type of coding 

effort required in order to extend the hypermedia 

system with a new media-type. Alt,hough shown 

for the drawing media-type, the techniques apply 

equally well for other media-types. 

5 Extensions and Persistence 

The DHM system uses the persistent store (or the 

OODB) to store hypermedia documents. When the 

system is extended with a new media-type, like the 

drawing media-type, int,erpreted drawing compo- 

nents will be part of the saved hypermedia docu- 

ments. Hence, it must be possible to save these 

interpreted objects into the store as well as reload 

them from the store. 

When an object is saved into the persistent store 

(or the OODB), a reference to its prototype (be- 

havior) is saved along with its state. A prototype, 

in Beta terminology, is a runtime descriptor of the 

class. When the object is loa.ded into an executing 

program reference is used to locate the prototype 

of the object in that execution. Normally, a pro- 

gram saving the object has its prototype compiled 

into it, and a loading program is also expected to 

have the prototype compiled into it. 

What happens, then, in the case of an object 

whose prototype is int,erpreted, or in general, dy- 

namically loaded? When saving the object, the 

protot,ype will generally be present in the execu- 

tion. But, when loading it, its prototype ma.y or 

may not be available. If the extension has already 

been installed, then its prototype will be there, else 

it won’t. So, the question is: what happens when 

an object is loaded and its prototype is not present 

in the execution? 

A satisfactory answer is: load the prototype dy- 

namically, automatically and transparently. Shown 

here is an approach for making this work. The a,p- 

preach assumes that, the extensions are interpreted, 

but it should work, with slight modifications, even 

if they are dynamically linked. 

In order to explain the special approach, it, is nec- 

essary to introduce some of the basic functionality 

of the persistent st,ore. When an object is saved, 

a reference to its prototype is saved by saving the 

name of the object file (module) in which it was de- 

fined, along with an index which uniquely identifies 

the prototype within that file. When the object is 

accessed, possibly in another program, the name of 

the object file and the index are used to locate the 

prototype in t,he accessing program’s current exe- 

cution’s address-space. The name is used to locate 

the object file in the accessing. program, and the 

index to locate the prototype within that file. 

This simple scheme is implemented by ensuring 

that every program using the store has a table de- 

scribing all its object files. This table is built when 

the store is initialized. Intuitively, this table has 

one entry for each object file in the program it re- 

sides within. Each entry describes the correspond- 

ing object file; it allows a prototype to be mapped 

into a unique index and vice versa. 

Figure 6(A) h s ows this table, its entries, and the 

relevant classes; only relevant details are shown. 

The table is an instance of the class ExecGroupT- 

able (EGT). Tl le entries are instances of Comp- 

ExecGroupTableElement (CompEGTElement). The 

table has a met,hod findByName, used to locate an 

entry by the name of the object file. The first 

step in saving or accessing an object is to deter- 

mine which file it belongs to, and then call findBy- 

Name on the table to access the corresponding en- 

try. Once the entry has been obtained, its methods 

protoTolndex and indexToProto can be used to get 

the unique index for the object’s prototype (sav- 

ing), or to get the prototype corresponding to the 

unique index (restoring). 

5.1 Handling persistence for interpreted 

classes 

A program that wishes to save interpreted objects 

into the persistent store must use a specialized ver- 

sion of the table. This is illustrated in Figure 6(B). 

The specialized table is an instance of InterpEGT, 

which is a sub-class of EGT. In t,his specialized ver- 

sion, the findByName method is extended to handle 
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Figure 6: The tables for the persistent store 

unsuccessful searches, i.e. searches for files that its 

super-class cannot hnndle. Its super-cla,ss will be 

able to handle all searches for files t1ia.t are com- 

piled, leaving only the interpreted ones to it. 

This specialized findByName is designed to in- 

voke the interpreter on the file being sea.rched 

for. This process creates prototypes, in the cnr- 

rent address-space, for a.11 the classes declared in 

that file. findByName then crea,tes a specialized en- 

try representing that file and returns it. The spe- 

cialized entry is an insta.nce of InterpEGTElement, 

which is a sub-class of EGTElement. In order to 

record the fact that this file has been interpreted, 

and to be able to service future requests for the 

same file, findByName a.lso sa.ves this entry in the 

table, separated from the cornpiled entries. This is 

illustrated in Figure C,(B), where the table has two 

sets of entries. 

The protoTolndex method of t,his specialized en- 

try behaves just as it, does in norma7.1 entries (i.e. 

instances of CompEGTElement). The indexToProto 

method determines where the prototypes for this 

interpreted file reside in the current address-space, 

it ma7.ps index to address and returns it. 

Saving an interpreted object for the first time re- 

sults in creation of an element for its file. Access- 

ing the object from the store triggers the extended 

findByName to interpret the corresponding file if 

not adready done. Note that an object saved as in- 

terpreted ca.n be loaded with compiled prototype 

in an executable where its file has been compiled. 

Observe that in order to make this approach 

work, the only parts of the original persistent 

store that have been specialized are the EGT and 

EGTElement. 

5.2 Loading persistent interpreted com- 

ponents 

R.eturning to the DHM system, when a hyper- 

media document conta.ining a. drawing component 
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is saved, only the component object (instance of 

DrawComponent) is saved in the store. The presen- 

tation and instantiation objects are not saved. 

When this hypermedia document is later ac- 

cessed, loading the drawing component object trig- 

gers a process by which, as described above, the 

drawing-component class (DrawComponent) - and 

its typelnfo class, which is defined along with it 
- will get interpreted and transparently installed 

into the system. The instantiation and presen- 

tation classes, Drawlnstantiation and DrawlnstPres, 

will, however, not get defined via this mechanism. 

These are necessary in order to handle the drawing- 

component object at run-time. The loading of t,he 

code for these classes should also be transpnrent to 

the user of the hypermedia system. 

It is accomplished 1)~ ext,ending DrawCompType- 

Info (shown in Table 3) t,o have attributes which 

specify the locations of the source-code files for the 

instantiation and presentation classes. The Session- 

Mgr uses these attributes to trigger the interpreta- 

tion of the source code files, resulting in the defini- 

tion of the Drawlnst and DrawlnstPres classes. 

6 Extensions and new versions 

One of the problems with using extensible systems 

is that extensions made on one version of the sys- 

tem are often incompa.tible with a newer version 

of the system [Ma&l]. Extensions written for tai- 

lorable systems built, using this approach are much 

more likely to survive upgra.des to new versions of 

the system. This is primarily because the exten- 

sions do not have unrestricted access to the system. 

Hence, the new version of the system has only to 

ensure that it still has the correct open point,s. Fur- 

thermore, should a new version of the system have 

changes to the original open points - say, changes 

to the interface of an open point, or deletion of an 

original open point - the type system will fla,g the 

incompatible extensions when they are loaded into 

the new version. It will also most likely help the 

user identify what changes should be made. 

The following example illustrates another reason 

why extensions in this a,pproa.ch are more likely to 

survive new versions of t,he tailorable system. As- 

sume that a system has a class P which has a virtual 

method A within it. Now assume that the user de- 

fines a sub-class q of P. In Beta, the user may only 

further-bind the method A, i.e. extend its function- 

ality; the user cannot replace the original A. When 

the user does this, the user need not make any as- 

sumptions about all the places where A may be 

used. The only assumption the user makes is about 

the extension-interface l1 of A in order to determine 

how it can be extended. On the other hand, if the 

user were able to replace A, the user UK&J huve to 

make assumptions about all the places where the 

original A may be used. 

Suppose, a new version of the system is released, 

and in this new version, the A is used in a new way. 

This new use couldn’t possibly have been in the set 

of assumptions made by the replacement user as it 

didn’t exist when the user wrot,e his/her extension. 

As a result, installing the old extension into the new 

version will most likely have unexpected results. 

Not only this, it will probably be very difficult to 

find the exact cause of the problem. On the other 

hand, the further-binding user will be much better 

off; as long as the extension-interface of A remains 

the sa.me in the new version, t,lie old extension will 

work in the new version. 

7 Concluding remarks 

An approach for building dynamically-tailorable 

systems in a compiled language environment has 

been shown. This approach is based on having a 

generic framework for building syst.ems in the rel- 

evant domain, and instantia.ting it into a specific 

system that includes an interpret,er for the frame- 

work language. In addition, the specific system has 

“open points” where new classes can he installed. 

The resulting system is then tailorable in a manner 

similar to systems which run in residential environ- 

ments like Lisp and Smallt#alk. It supports exten- 

sions to the underlying framework at runtime. 

“By extension-interface is meant only those aspects of a 

class signat,ure and behavior affecting extensions of it. 
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The approach has been demonstrated for hyper- 

media systems. The construction of a dynamicahy 

tailorable hypermedia. system has been shown. The 

tailoring process in order to install a new drawing 

media-type has also been shown. Problems encoun- 

tered in saving interpreted objects into a persistent, 

store or OODB have been resolved. 

It is important to note that in this approach, 

the designer of the system has control over where 

the open points should be, and as a result, has 

control over what should be tailorable. Thus, the 

resulting tailorable systems do not allow users to 

make arbitrary changes to the system, as can be 

done in Lisp and Smalltalk environments. 

An advantage, which is also a. limitation, of open- 

points in Beta is that, extensions written by the user 

cannot easily break functiona7.1ity already present in 

the system. This is ma,inly due to the semantics of 

Beta, and is discussed in grea.t detail in [Mal94]. 

In Beta, sub-classes are true extensions of their 

super-classes; a sub-cla.ss refines its super-class, it 

does not replace parts of its super-class. This limits 

what can be done by the extension, thus limiting 

the damage-potential of the extension. 

A tailorable system built using this appr0a.c.h will 

probably not be tailorad)le by a non-progra.mmer 

user. As has been demonstrated in the pa.per, the 

tailoring process requires a, small coding effort a,nd 

a reasonable command of programming. Most use- 

sites, however, have super-users who could possi- 

bly be able to do this kind of tailoring [Ma&O]. 

An extension to this approa.ch would be to build a 

specialized application-oriented langimge and envi- 

ronment atop these open points; this would reduce 

the coding effort. So, the ta.ilora.ble system, instead 

of asking the user for Beta. source-code files could 

provide an environment, for the user to construct 

the code. This environment could he specialized 

to, sa.y, the hypermedia domain, and provide con- 

structs to directly support, hypermedia.-system ex- 

tensions, e.g. the definition of new media.-types. 

To tailor the DHM system with the new drawing 

media-type, the user must lia.ve a.vailable, in addi- 

tion to the system, t,he interfaces of the framework 

classes used. In addition, symbol-tnble informa- 

tion, generated during the compilation process of 

the original system, must be available for the inter- 

preter to locate the object-code for the framework 

classes. This is all the information about the orig- 

inal system that is necessary. In our experiments, 

we had available, annotated abstract syntax-trees 

of the original system. These had more informa- 

tion in them than was really necessary. It should 

be possible to construct trimmed versions of these 

trees with only the necessary information. In fact, 

a prototype implementation of this is available as 

part of the Mjalner Beta system. So a tailorable 

system, built using the approach, must be shipped 

with this additional interface and symbol informa- 

tion in order to be tailorable. To compare the over- 

head of the embedded-interpreter approach with 

other approaches for providing tailorable hyperme- 

dia systems, we list measures for different tailoring 

approcahes in Table 5. 

The embedded-interpreter overhead adds up to 

3.8 MB. The size increase caused by embedding 

the interpreter (1.3 MB) can definitely be further 

reduced. The value presented is for the first unopti- 

mized version of the interpreter. In addition, forth- 

coming improvements in the Beta compiler show 

promise of producing smaller object-code files. 

The Beta compiler produces three symbols for 

each pattern it compiles, while the interpreter uses 

only one of these. Hence, the number of symbols 

can be reduced by a third; thus, the symbol-table 

should occupy only 0.8 MB. This compiler improve- 

ment is also forthcoming. Thus, the revised over- 

head is only 2.3 MB. 

This overhead of less than 2.3 MB appears small 

in comparison with that of other source-code-level- 

tailorable systems. For instance, the hyperme- 

dia systems Intermedia and NoteCards discussed 

in this paper seem to require a much larger over- 

head to provide similar tailorability. Intermedia 

was built using MacApp and MPW; major parts 

of these basic environments are needed, along with 

the Intermedia code, in order to tailor Intermedia. 

These core parts of MacApp and MPW in them- 

selves, by rough mea.surements, add 15 MB in over- 

hea.d in terms of libraries and executables necessary 
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TOTAL 3.8 2.3 

Libraries 1.2 

7.65 4.25+ 

Table 5: Interpreter vs Compiler overhead comparisons (sizes in MB). 

for tailoring a system like Intermedia.. NoteCards 

was built in the residential Interlisp environment; 

thus the entire environment is necessary bot,h to 

run and to tailor NoteCa.rds. An Interlisp image 

typically adds 12 MB in overhead for a system like 

NoteCards to be executed a.nd tailored. 

The overhead of 2.3 MB ten also be compa.red 

with that of tailoring the DHM system using the 

full Beta development environment. In this sce- 

nario, the user would create the extensions as 

shown here, compile t.hem, and relink the a,ppli- 

cation. This give a trota. overhead of 7.65 MB, or 

333% of t,lie interpreter-a.pproa?.ch 0verhea.d. 

Yet another scena.rio ca.n be considered. Here, 

the compiler would be used to compile the exten- 

sion, and an increment,al linker used to link the 

extension into the DHM executable. In such a. sce- 

nario, the overhead would be 4.25 MB, or 1840/o of 

the imerpreter approach overl1ea.d. 

Even though the drawing editor, and its presen- 

tation class, are interpreted, their performa?.nce is 

acceptable. It, however, remains to be seen how 

the interpreter would perform in the ca.se of a. cpu- 

intensive media-type like video. The time ta,ken to 

extend the hypermedia system - wit,h t.he built-in 

interpreter - with a new mediartype is, however, 

a small fraction of the time it would ta?.ke to com- 

pile the necessary sources and relink the system. 

In [Ma1941 the excution of interpreted code is com- 

pared with that of compiled code. 

It ha.s thus been shown that we ca,n provide close 

to the level of tailorability of systems like Note- 

Cards and Intermedia, but at a fract,ion of the over- 

hea.d, and with potentially greater safety. 
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